
Item no.: 389250

AZS612FZ - 6-way splitter 5-2400 MHz AD: 12 dB

from 30,97 EUR
Item no.: 389250

shipping weight: 0.10 kg
Manufacturer: Televes

Product Description
6-way junction box with F connections, for SMATV installations. Thanks to its branching losses (12dB), it is suitable for installation on 1 floor.Due to the reduction in size of the
electronic components, it has very efficient electrical behaviour. In addition, its zamak housing provides good shielding.It is designed for indoor installation, for wall, mounting plate
or standard DIN rail mounting.Supplied in boxes of 10 units.Highlights- Flexibility in mounting: can be screwed to the wall, installed on mounting plates with nuts on the connections
or on a standard DIN rail (with adapter no. 519901)- Convenient screwing of the cable thanks to an inclination angle of the F connectors of 10º to the installation wall- Space
optimisation in enclosures and cabinets: the inputs and outputs are always on the same side- Better organisation of the installation: Allows cabling to pass through the rear- The
F-series elements can be connected together with the earthing screw, so that only a single earthing cable is required- The signal level is maintained in the sockets even with long
cables, thanks to a better flatness response- Outstanding reliability: Robotised manufacturing with new generation micro-components- 100% European design, quality and
manufactureFeatures- Good shielding (class A), made of zamak- F connector with longer thread to facilitate and secure installation on a mounting plate- Indoor installation- Earthing
screw included- Without DC pass-throughSpecification- Frequency range MHz 5 ... 2400- Number of feeders 6- Floor 1- Inputs/frequency band: TERR SAT- Subscriber attenuation
dB: 12 11.5- Decoupling of feeder outputs dB: > 20 > 20- Connectors F-socket
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